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GUESS? Cruises the Pacific Coast Highway for Spring 2006 

 
KUALA LUMPUR – February 2006 – This spring the GUESS guy loads up his Jeep with the 

latest GUESS styles for a free-spirited California road trip.  Beginning on the rocky coast of 

northern California and ending in Malibu, the scenic Pacific Coast Highway provides the perfect 

background for the sun-faded, soft styles of the season.  Comfortable basics, updated in a preppy 

palette of sherbet-colored hues, combine with Premium denim styles to create a multitude of 

looks that are casual and relaxed, but never sloppy. 

 

For January, a bevy of bright colors ranging from rich Fern Green to true Harvest Pumpkin pump 

up the volume on luxuriously soft cotton tees and tanks.  Muscle tees are printed with fun 

graphics, allowing the GUESS guy to express his unique personality.  Tees and tanks are layered 

one on top of another to create a colorful look that is one-of-a-kind.  Basic polo shirts are updated 

with a covered placket, a slim silhouette, and an injection of fresh, cheery colors.  Worn alone or 

layered, these polos add a cool, east coast flair to the GUESS guy’s relaxed California vibe. 

 

Always on the go, the GUESS guy wears fashionable yet functional pieces engineered to take him 

from work to play with only a moment’s notice.  This season’s blazers, in vintage-looking 

washed canvas or traditional pinstripe, are the ultimate go-to piece in the GUESS guy’s wardrobe.  

Tossed on over a tee shirt, the entire look is instantly infused with a sense of casual class.  Over a 

striped woven and paired with denim, a blazer creates a more traditional look that is at once hip 

and refined. 

 

The weather heats up as the GUESS guy reaches his beachy Malibu destination.  Linen bottoms 

in a variety of bodies – drawstring shorts or pants – help him keep cool even though his look is as 

hot as the sizzling California sun.  Linen button downs paired with twill bottoms in white or khaki 

create looks that are young and fresh yet still Beverly Hills chic. 

 

This season’s denim reflects the relaxed attitude of California.  Sun-bleached and perfectly worn 

in, Premium Italian denim is hand-finished in light weights and light indigo shades.  Boot cut 

silhouettes are updated with lower, slimmer rises to create a wearable look that is sexy and 

fashion forward – signature GUESS. 

 
Established in 1981, GUESS began as a jeans company and has since successfully grown into a global lifestyle 

brand. Today, GUESS designs, markets and distributes full collections of women’s, men’s and children’s apparel 

as well as accessories. Throughout the years, the GUESS image has been portrayed in unforgettable, innovative 

campaigns that have made the brand a household name. GUESS is distributed throughout the United States and 

Canada in fine department and specialty stores, its retail and factory stores, and on its online store GUESS.com. 

GUESS has licensees and distributors in South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and the Middle East.  In 

addition to shopping online, you can find more information on GUESS at www.guess.com. 
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